Preventing disruption at sea

France, Malta, Italy, Spain, Croatia, Montenegro, Sint Maarten, South East Asia, Florida.

Preventing disruption at sea
Achieve a trouble-free season by preventing plumbing and sanitary
infrastructure problems before they happen.
Taking steps to prevent problems from developing in the first place can
help you spot one if it should occur, resulting in earlier diagnosis and less
drastic treatment, giving you the opportunity to minimise disruption and
costs.

Vacuum toilet pipe de-scaling - Evac & Jets
Over time the pipework of a marine sewage system becomes
progressively lined with a build up of calcium, magnesium, hard
water scale and struvite deposits. The subsequent reduction in the
cross sectional area of the pipe leads to reduced flow rates and
eventual blockages in the system.
Marinevac’s cleaning method is unobtrusive, clean and safe. The
pipework is treated under vacuum so reducing any possibility of
leaks and allowing the the system to be fully operational during the
cleaning process.

Grey water pipe cleaning
Our “Puracator” cleaning system has been specially designed to keep
grey water pipework clean, free from blockages and infection risks.
Slow running drains can create harmful bacteria leading to
potential health issues, unwanted odours and can eventually
cause flooding. Our unique jetting system can easily enter all
pipework with minimal disruption, leaving bathroom sinks,
showers and galley drains clean and working efficiently.

Protect your yacht
against viruses

Clean the air you breathe

Our “PuraMyst” service is an efficient and
effective way to sterilise a complete
vessel, eradicating 99.99% of all airborne
diseases, surface pathogens and viruses.
The particle technology used ensures
even area and surfaces hidden from sight
are also treated – including HVAC systems. PuraMyst is safe
to use on all interior hard surfaces and soft furnishings,
leaving no visible trace or residue.

Unfortunately the air we breathe is not always
as pure and fresh as we would like. This is an
issue on board yachts, with many people
living and working in close proximity and
often in confined spaces. We have a range of
chemical free purification solutions that can
be incorporated into your HVAC installation to
improve the cleanliness and quality of the air
you breathe, reducing dust, odours, bacteria,
mould, mildew, fuel, smoke and importantly
airborne viruses.

Specialised Duct
Cleaning Service

Enhancing air
quality

HVAC systems obviously require
regular maintenance in order to
comply with fire prevention
requirements, particularly in the galley
and laundry. It is also important to
ensure the air you are breathing is
clean. Regular maintenance if all
interior ducts will help provide a
healthy environment for both living
and working.

Custom fabrication
and engineering
Using a highly experienced Marine
Engineer, we can offer the following
services; custom build and installation
for all types of pumps, tanks,
pipe-work and vacuum generation
plants.

Capture Coating TM is an economical
but highly effective additive to your
HVAC filter system that widens the
spectrum of particles stopped by your
filter fabric.
Particularly effective against viruses.

Pump repair & servicing
The vacuum pump is the heart of a
toilet system therefore it is important
to keep up with a regular maintenance
plan to prevent unplanned downtime
and expensive emergency repairs.
Booking a regular service plan will
ensure your pumps are kept at
optimum performance levels. Using
only genuine EVAC or JETS spares, our
qualified engineers can provide a fast
turnaround service

Marine Spares online shop

Marine Spares SL
– Official EVAC
Distributors
By using our Marine Spares
shop, orders can be placed
online or you can check out
technical details or prices 24/7.
Of course you can contact us
directly by phone or email if you
prefer the more personal approach.

Our sister company “Marine Spares”
offer a wide range of spare parts
from many different manufacturers.
Offering competitive prices and
speedy delivery to our clients
worldwide we aim to provide a fast,
efficient service dealing with all
quotation requests within 24 hours.

Anti Flood Shut-Off Valves

Once an order is confirmed we will
ship using DHL Express service so
most stock items can be received
within just a few days.

European Distributor for
Rydlyme Marine Descaler

A simple and effective retro fit
fail-safe valve that will prevent a
vacuum toilet overflowing and
causing flooding.

EVAC / JETS toilets
pneumatic push
buttons

Halo in-air purification
systems
Easily mounted into the existing
air handler HVAC ducting, these
units treat and sterilise the air
throughout the entire vessel,
reducing bacteria, viruses, mould,
smoke, odours allergens, dust
and particulates.

A fast acting, biodegradable raw
water descaler designed for the
maritime industry to safely
dissolve calcium, rust, zebra
mussels and other mineral
deposits. Safe to use on metals,
rubber and more. This will help
keep engine temperatures down
and reduce expensive
maintenance costs.

Leading brand bathroom
supplies
Hansgrohe, Duravit, Dornbracht
all leading names in luxury
bathroom fixtures and fittings.

going
Improve your AC filtration against
virus and airborne threats.
Enhancing your filtered air quality –
economical but highly effective
additive to your HVAC filter system
that widens the spectrum of
particles stopped by your filter
fabric.
Particularly effective against mold,
bacteria and viruses.

TM

anti-bacterial wipes
Coming Soon

Coming Soon - The World´s
first, truly soluble sanitising
wet wipe.

going

gone

Watch it completely disappear in
front of your eyes!

Loro Pipework Distributor
The LORO piping system includes
LORO-X steel discharge pipes,
LORO-XC stainless steel pipes and
LORO-XD steel pressure pipes for
all shipbuilding constructions.

Safe for our oceans,
Better for our planet.
“Fine to Flush” certification.
Reduce cross contamination when
cleaning. Dissolves in seconds in
toilets or in sinks.

Filters – clean engines,
produce pure efficient
performance

One shot mini sterilisation
A portable, self contained
disinfecting ‘Myst’ canister that
launches a cloud covering 40 cubic
metres.
Reduce your on-board risk of
infections. Ideal for cabin change
overs. As used in many of the worlds
operating theatres.
Easy to use.

Marinevac Drain Watch Unit
Perfect for galley sinks
Easy Installation. Battery or
mains power supply.
Enzyme based chemical also
supplied.

Fuel and air are the essential
ingredients for engine combustion.
As the only filters approved by mtu
for use in their engines, mtu filters
are tested to provide high quality
filtration. Every component is
designed and engineered to meet
mtu’s legendary standards.

Established in 2005 Marinevac, based in Palma de Mallorca, has become one of
the leading companies for grey and black water pipe descaling.
Working globally with the world’s largest superyachts, services can be offered in
Spain, France, Italy, Croatia, Montenegro, Florida, Malta, Sint Maarten, South East
Asia and Australia.
Marinevac’s mission is to provide our customers with an extremely high level of
quality service working together with like minded local professionals to achieve a
common goal...
‘Your total satisfaction’.
Email now for a quote: info@marinevac.com

Here at MarineSpares we understand when spares are needed - time is of the
essence. Our quick-response team will source, quote and ship parts to your vessel
wherever you are in the world.
Unlike many suppliers, we do not have a minimum order requirement, and whether
you need a few small items or need to replace your entire toilet systems, we offer
the same level of outstanding customer service.
Visit our online store where prices and technical information is available 24/7.
We offer an efficient ordering system and stock items can normally be shipped
worldwide within 48 hours
Email now for a quote: info@marinespares.com
Visit the online store: marinespares.com
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